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“I think that for science fiction, fantasy, and even horror to 
some extent, the differences are skin-deep. I know there are 
elements in the field, particularly in science fiction, who feel 
that the differences are very profound, but I do not agree 
with that analysis. I think for me it is a matter of the 
furnishings. An elf or an alien may in some ways fulfill the 
same function, as a literary trope. It’s almost a matter of 
flavor. The ice cream can be chocolate or it can be 
strawberry, but it’s still ice cream.” - GRRM

“I've always preferred writing about grey characters and human 
characters. Whether they are giants or elves or dwarves, or 
whatever they are, they're still human, and the human heart is 
still in conflict with the self.” - GRRM



▶ Fantasy
◦ The Ice Dragon

▶ Science Fiction
◦ Thousand Worlds
⚫ Tuff Voyaging
⚫ A Song For Lya
⚫ “...And Seven Times Never Kill Man”
◦ Wild Cards

▶ Horror
◦ Fevre Dream
◦ Nightflyers
◦ Sandkings

▶ Other works
▶ Questions & Answers are welcome at all times!
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The House of Fantasy is built of stone and wood and furnished in High 
Medieval. Its people travel by horse and galley, fight with sword and spell 
and battle-axe, communicate by palantir or raven, and break bread with 
elves and dragons. 

The House of Science Fiction is built of duralloy and plastic and furnished in 
Faux Future. Its people travel by starship and aircar, fight with nukes and 
tailored germs, communicate by ansible and laser, and break protein bars 
with aliens. 

The House of Horror is built of bone and cobwebs and furnished in Ghastly 
Gothick. Its people travel only by night, fight with anything that will kill 
messily, communicate in screams and shrieks and gibbers, and sip blood 
with vampires and werewolves.
● "The Furniture Rule", explaining the differences and similarities between 

the fields of weird fiction in Dreamsongs

GRRM’s Furniture Rule



https://grrm-thousand-worlds.fandom.com/



Questions/Comments? @apoiaf 
@vokpodcast


